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Outline:
• Defining the patient population
• Validity of sub‐population as a target for treatment
• Clinical Trial Challenges
• Regulatory Challenge

–Impact of DSM‐V With Anxious Distress Specifier

Definition of Patient Population
Anxious Depression

e.g. HAMD anxiety/somatization factor score >7

modified according to Ionescu et al., submitted; Silverstone and von Studnitz, Can J Psychiatry, 2003;
Goldberg, Compr Psychiatry, 2000; Rao and Zisook, Curr Psychiatry Rep, 2009
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Definition of the Patient Population
Dimensional Approach
IDS‐C

HAM‐D Anxiety somatization
factor ≥ 7

Anxiety subscale ≥ 8

HAM‐D Psychic Anxiety item

HAM‐A cut‐off

Moderate < 2

≥ 18 or 20

Severe: ≥ 2

?Other
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Background/Rationale:
•

It is suggested the key to better antidepressant therapy is tailoring
treatment to meet needs of specific depression subpopulations

•

MDD with significant anxious features is one such subpopulation
– >50% of the MDD population suffers significant concurrent anxious symptom

•

Patients with anxious depression (vs. non‐anxious depression):
– have an earlier age of onset;
– experience a more persistent course (more and longer depressive episodes);
– are more severely depressed;
– have an increased risk of suicidal ideation and suicidal behavior;
– report poorer quality of life & role functioning, & overall greater functional
impairment;
– incur greater personal and socioeconomic costs;
– higher rates of treatment failure, lower remission rates
08.05.2013
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Treatment Outcomes for Anxious Depression
•

Presence of significant anxiety symptoms is a negative predictor for
treatment outcomes in MDD as well as a negative moderator of treatment
response
– higher rates of treatment failure, lower remission rates

•

No specific antidepressant treatment for this subpopulation
– frequent polypharmacy, most commonly with the addition of a benzodiazepine
or atypical antipsychotic to an SSRI/SNRI

 Significant unmet need for
– a more effective monotherapy agent, or
– a safer, effective adjunctive agent to be used with SSRIs/SNRIs

08.05.2013
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STAR*D Level 1 Outcome Data: Anxious vs. Non Anxious

Fava et al. Am J Psych 2008; 165:342–351
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Conclusion:
• Anxious Depression is a well‐established and recognized,
clinically relevant subtype of MDD
• Recognized as such within DSM‐V with the addition of an
anxious distress specifier to the MDD diagnostic criteria
• Persistent and recurrent condition with significant unmet need
“The addition of an anxiety severity dimension may increase clinical awareness and increase the
focus of treatment on the severity of co‐morbid anxiety as a part of treatment planning, and
possibly to the development of more effective treatments for co‐morbid anxiety in the mood
disorders and perhaps other disorders.”
Mood Disorders Work Group, DSM-V
American Psychiatric Association

08.05.2013
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Selection of Primary Endpoint: HAM‐D‐17 factors and
Subscales
HAM‐D‐17
HAM‐D‐6 subscale
(Bech)

Depressed mood
Guilt
Work & Activities
Psychomotor retardation
Somatic symptoms –general
Anxiety – psychic
Anxiety‐ somatic
Hypochondriasis
Somatic symptoms – GI
Insight
Anxiety/Somatization
Factor – HAM‐D ANX (Cleary & Guy)
Suicide
Insomnia – early
Insomnia – middle
Insomnia – late
Psychomotor Agitation
Loss of weight
Sexual Interest
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Selection of Primary Endpoint: HAM‐A Factors and
Subscales
HAM‐A‐14
Psychic Factor
(Hamilton)

Tension
Fears
Insomnia
Anxious mood
Intellectual function
Depressed mood
Behavior at interview
Somatic Factor
(Hamilton)

Gastrointestinal
Genitourinary
Respiratory
Cardiovascular
Somatic – sensory
Somatic – muscular
Autonomic
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HAM‐A‐6
(Bech)
• Anxious mood
• Psychic Tension
• Fears
• Intellectual Function
• Somatic ‐muscular
• Behavior at Interview

Anxious Depression Study Design
Key Inclusion Criteria:
• DSM‐IV diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)
– Subjects with a co‐morbid diagnosis of GAD, SAD, or PD may
be included
• Hamilton Depression Rating Scale‐ 17 item (HDRS17) total score
 18
• HDRS17 Anxiety /Somatization Factor Score ≥ 7
• At Screening, must be receiving an antidepressant at optimized
dose
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Anxious Depression: Study Design
Key Exclusion Criteria:
•

A current DSM‐IV axis I diagnosis other than MDD
 comorbid GAD, Social Anxiety Disorder, or Panic Disorder
allowed

•

> 1 prior failed antidepressant (of adequate dose & duration)
in the current episode (not including current antidepressant)

• History of treatment resistance (≥ 3 lifetime Tx failures)
• Benzodiazepines prohibited for at least 1 week prior to
screening and for the duration of the study
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Operational Challenges
Ensuring appropriate subjects enrolled:
• Using independent rater telephone interview at Screening
• Site concerns
• logistics of scheduling
•

Enriching population for those with Anxious Depression

Ensuring high quality and consistency of ratings:
Rater training
 Initial adherence to use of scales and then return to usual
practice
Data monitoring and feedback
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Operational Challenges ‐ Recruitment
• Enrollment challenges:
Summer start
Exclusion of benzodiazepines
• Positive impact of visits to sites by Clinical Team
• Screen failure – 23% SF rate
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Regulatory Challenges of New Indication
• Need to establish that the (sub)population is a valid target for
treatment based on:
 Different clinical course vs. those with MDD without
anxious distress
 Different clinical outcomes vs. those with MDD without
anxious distress
 Recognized unmet Clinical need
• Regulatory preference is that target population be one for
which there is an established diagnosis
– ? DSM‐V specifier
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DSM‐V

Major Depressive Disorder
A.

5 (or more) symptoms present during the same 2‐week period and represent a
change from previous functioning; at least one of the symptoms is either (1)
depressed mood or (2) loss of interest or pleasure
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Depressed mood most of the day,
Markedly diminished interest or pleasure in activities most of the day,
Significant weight loss when not dieting or weight gain
Insomnia or hypersomnia
Psychomotor agitation or retardation
Fatigue or loss of energy
Feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt
Diminished ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness
Recurrent thoughts of death, suicidal ideation with or without specific plan, suicide attempt

B.

Symptoms cause distress or impairment

C.

Episode not attributable to a substance or other medical condition

Removal of Bereavement exemption

DSM‐V

Major Depressive Disorder
• Specify:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

With anxious distress
With mixed features
With melancholic features
With atypical features
With mood‐congruent psychotic features
With mood‐incongruent psychotic features
With catatonia
With peripartum onset
With seasonal pattern

Use of the Anxious Distress specifier
Anxious distress is defined as the presence of at least 2 of the following
symptoms during the majority of days of a major depressive episode:
1. Feeling keyed up or tense
2. Feeling unusually restless
3. Difficulty concentrating because of worry
4. Fear that something awful may happen
5. Feeling that the individual might lose control of himself or herself
Assessment of Current Severity:
Mild: 2 symptoms
Moderate: 3 symptoms
Moderate‐severe: 4 or 5 symptoms
Severe: 4 or 5 symptoms with motor agitation

Excerpt from EU Guideline on MDD:
“The frequent co‐occurrence of depressive and anxious
symptoms in MDD requires a specific approach. The
issue is twofold: anxiety symptoms may be a part of
MDD or due to a co‐morbid disorder like Generalised
Anxiety Disorder (GAD).
In the first situation the anxiety symptoms are seen as
secondary to depression and therefore they will clear
with the improvement of the depression. In this case the
effect is therefore a part of the antidepressant effect
and no additional claim can be granted.”
30 May 2013
EMA/CHMP/185423/2010 Rev. 2 previously (CPMP/EWP/518/97, Rev. 1)
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Level 1 of STAR*D
Those with Anxious Depression had greater reduction in anxiety somatization scores,
but had higher scores after citalopram treatment, suggesting anxiety symptoms were
not completely addressed by antidepressant treatment.

Table 1: Differences in HAM-D Anxiety/Somatization Score Before and After Citalopram Treatment
Between Patients With Anxious Depression and Patients With Nonanxious Depression (N=2,876)
Measure
Anxiety/somatization factor from
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
17-item
Baseline total score
Exit total score
% change in total score

Nonanxious Depression
(N=1,346)
Mean
SD

4.8
3.3
-25.7

1.2
2.4
61.5

Anxious Depression
(N=1,530)
Mean
SD

8.5
5.1
-39.4

1.5
3.1
35.6

p

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0002

Fava et al. Am J Psych 2008; 165:342–351
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Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale: HAM‐A
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